
Descriptions of Membership Types 
 
ALL members/account holders will receive communication from STAR Institute, have the ability to create and 
update profile information as needed, may view a FREE, 1-hour online overview of SPD, purchase online 
courses without CEUs, and make donations with the ability to print tax documentation. You may opt for a paid 
membership to receive CEUs and/or additional benefits. 

 
 
Individual Free Account - $0 

Individual who has or knows someone with sensory challenges and does not consider themselves to be a 
professional or provider in this field. 

 
Individual Paid Member - $50 

Individual who has or knows someone with sensory challenges and does not consider themselves to be a 
professional or provider in this field. May purchase online courses at a discounted rate without CEUs. 

 

Professional Free Account - $0 
Professional who treats individuals with sensory challenges. Purchase online courses with CEUs 
(AOTA only). 

 
Professional Paid Member - $199 

Professional who treats individuals with sensory challenges. View designated online courses for FREE, 
purchase online learning courses at a discounted rate with CEUs (AOTA only). 

 
Professional Free Account – SOS Trained - $0 

Professional, whether free or paid member, who has attended a 3- or 4-day Basic SOS Approach to 
Feeding Course with Dr. Kay Toomey within the past 10 years and can provide a certificate of 
attendance for verification. Purchase online learning courses at a with AOTA or ASHA CEUs (for 
Advanced SOS courses). 

 
Professional Paid Member – SOS Trained - $199 

Professional who has attended a 3- or 4-day Basic SOS Approach to Feeding Course with Dr. Kay 
Toomey within the past 10 years and can provide a certificate of attendance for verification. View 
designated online courses for FREE, purchase online learning courses at a discounted rate with AOTA 
or ASHA CEUs (for Advanced SOS courses). 

 
Event Sponsor 

Organizations that support STAR Institute through in-kind and/or financial support of a specific 
fundraising event. Benefits through marketing of the event, recognition at the event, and participation in 
the event if desired and appropriate. Additional benefits available. Gain visibility, enhance image, 
differentiate from competitors, and help develop closer relationships with current and prospective 
customers. 

 
Event Exhibitor 

Merchants interested in exhibiting products and/or services at STAR Institute’s Annual International 3S 
Symposium. With over 300 in attendance, the audience consists of professionals who treat individuals 
with sensory challenges as well as individuals touched by SPD. 


